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ABSTRACT:
The Great Artesian Basin mound springs (Australia) are unique wetland ecosystems of great significance. However, these unique
ecosystems are endangered by anthropogenic water extraction. Relationships have been established between the vegetated wetland
area and the discharge associated with individual springs, providing a potential means of monitoring groundwater flow using
measurements of wetland area. Previous studies using this relationship to monitor Great Artesian Basin springs have used aerial
photography or high resolution satellite images, giving sporadic temporal information. These “snapshot” studies need to be placed
within a longer and more regular context to better assess changes in response to aquifer draw-downs. In this study, the potential of
medium resolution MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index data for studying the long-term and high frequency temporal
dynamics of wetland vegetation at the Dalhousie Spring Complex of the GAB is tested. Photosynthetic activity within Dalhousie
wetlands could be differentiated from surrounding land responses. The study showed good correlation between wetland vegetated
area and groundwater flow, but also the important influence of natural species phenologies, rainfall, and human activity on the
observed seasonal and inter-annual vegetation dynamic. Declining trends in the extent of wetland areas were observed over the 20002009 period followed by a return of wetland vegetation since 2010. This study underlined the need to continue long-term medium
resolution satellite studies of the Great Artesian Basin as these data provide a good understanding of variability within the wetlands,
give temporal context for less frequent studies and a strong baseline for assessment of future changes.

1.

INTRODUCTION
photography or high resolution satellite images calibrated to
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Niejalke and
Lamb, 2001, White and Lewis, 2011). These intermittent high
resolution studies have only given “snapshots” of vegetated
wetland area dynamics at selected springs in the DSC. They
need to be placed within a longer and more regular context to
better assess changes in response to aquifer draw-downs (White
and Lewis, 2011).

The Great Artesian Basin (GAB) of Australia is one of the
largest groundwater resources in the world (Ponder, 2002),
underlying about one fifth of the Australian continent (Figure
1a). Groundwater from the GAB supports a series of mound
spring which contain a number of rare and relic endemic flora
and fauna (Fensham and Fairfax 2003; Gotch et al., 2008;
Ponder, 2002). The GAB springs are of great national and
international importance for their ecological, scientific and
economic values, and are culturally significant to indigenous
Australians. In the recent decade, the sustainability of these
groundwater-dependent ecosystems has become uncertain and
numerous cases of spring extinction have been observed. In the
near future, demands for this precious groundwater resource
are likely to be considerable, particularly from proposed
mining and petroleum activities, (Fensham et al., 2010; Mudd,
1998). It is thus particularly important to develop reliable
methods for monitoring the long term artesian flow to inform
management of the GAB and better protect this sensitive
environment and its ecosystems.

Since the launch of the MODIS satellite in 1998, medium
resolution (250-m) MODIS NDVI time-series data have been
applied successfully to quantify vegetation activity and to
monitor vegetation dynamics (e.g. Jacquin et al., 2010; Jönsson
et al., 2010) at high temporal frequency (16 days composites).
In this study, 8 to 10 years of MODIS NDVI images were used
to monitor and quantify vegetation activity and dynamics of the
Dalhousie Spring Complex wetlands located on the southwest
margin of the Great Artesian Basin (Figure 1a and b). DSC is
the most important spring complex in the GAB and discharges
90% of total spring flow in South Australia through 148
separate spring vents (Gotch, 2010). Recent field work (March
2009) increased knowledge about wetland vegetation associated
with active Dalhousie springs (White and Lewis, 2010a, b). The
dominant vegetation comprises reeds and sedges or tall reeds
dominated by Phragmites australis (Common Reed) and openforest, woodland and open woodland dominated by Melaleuca
glomerata (White Tea-tree) trees 10–12 m tall. Ephemeral
vegetation in spring tails mainly comprises mixed sedgelands
including Cyperus spp. and Juncus sp.

Direct measurements of spring flow are notoriously difficult and
expensive if precise estimates are required (Niejalke and Lamb,
2001). Relationships have been established between the wetland
area associated with individual springs and their discharge (L.s1
), providing a potential means of monitoring groundwater flow
using measurements of vegetated wetland area (Fatchen, 2001;
Fatchen and Fatchen, 1993; White and Lewis, 2011; Williams
and Holmes, 1978). Previous studies using this relationship to
monitor Great Artesian Basin springs have used sporadic aerial
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The aim of thiis study was to test the potentiial of MODIS NDVI
N
data as long-term tracer off wetland vegeetation in the DSC.
s
Particular objjectives were to identify annd map the spring
vegetation greeenness, to prooduce and anaalyse time tracces of
NDVI and w
wetness indices,, as well as too relate inform
mation
about temporal variability of springs derrived from meedium
mote sensing to groundwaater flow, raiinfall,
resolution rem
ecological proocesses and hum
man managemennt
.
2.

g
orderr to determinee a NDVI thrreshold value discriminating
photoosynthetic activvity of the chaaracteristic wetlland vegetation
n
speciies in the Dalhousie
D
Sprinngs from surrrounding land
d
respoonses. Mean Monthly NDVI time tracces were also
o
compputed from the distinctiive Melaleucca glomerata,
Phraagmites australlis and ephemeeral vegetationn NDVI valuess
recorrded between 2002 and 2010.
k 2) of the veggetated wetland
d
In orrder to study thhe extent (in km
area in the Dalhouusie Springs Coomplex, the number of pixelss
with NDVI values over the seleccted threshold was computed
d
k
of vegetatted wetland forr
and cconverted to arrea (AreaNDVI, km²)
eachh of the 16
6-day compossite MODIS-A
Aqua images..
Com
mplementary MO
ODIS-Terra ND
DVI images bettween February
y
20000 and July 20022 were also proccessed to extennd the period off
wetlaand area record
ding.

METHODS

D
were acq
quired
MODIS-Aquaa NDVI imagees centred on DSC
between July 22002 and May 2010, providing continuous 16-day
composite datta over approxiimately 8 yearss. MODIS data were
resampled to WGS 84 / UTM zone 53 andd maps of the study
hotos,
area were prooduced (Figure 1c). With refeerence to air ph
field observatiion and site-speecific knowledgge (White and Lewis,
L
2010a, b), 211 MODIS pixeels representatiive of six diff
fferent
typical vegettation and lannd cover typpes at DSC were
geographicallyy located on thhe MODIS-Aqqua images. Foour of
these pixels were
w
representattive of Melaleuuca glomerata, three
of Phragmitess australis, and
d two of ephem
meral vegetationn. For
comparison, four
f
pixels reepresentatives of saline, threee of
upland and five
fi of riverinee cover types were also seleected.
These ecosysstems are the typical non-w
wetland ecosystems
encountered arround the DSC (figure 1a).

The intra and inter--annual patternns of the AreaNDVI
index weree
N
then related to the seasonal
s
wetlannd vegetation chhanges, as welll
as too rainfall (mm) and groundwatter flow dischaarge (L.s-1) dataa
furniished respectiveely by the Austtralian Governm
ment Bureau off
Meteeorology and the South Australian Department
D
off
Enviironment and Natural
N
Resourrces. As flow gauge
g
data aree
sparsse and not avvailable for the whole Dalhhousie Springs,,
compparisons betweeen the vegettated wetland area and thee
grouundflow data were
w
conductedd at a large sppring (DAA01))
withiin DSC where flows were recoorded between 2002 and 2010
0
(Figuure 1c). Furth
hermore, as flow
f
measurem
ments are nott
availlable regularly
y at this sprin
ng (1 or 2 measures/year),
m
,
compparison of meaan annual dischharge data and AreaNDVI weree
perfoormed. (Figuure 1c, DA
AA001). Finnally, rainfalll
meassurements weree selected from
m the Hamiltoon Station, thee
closeest meteorologic station to Dallhousie (~80 km
m west).

m these pixelss and
Time-traces oof NDVI weree extracted from
analysed with a Non-Metric Multidimension
M
nal Scaling (NM
MDS)
ordination to determine whether the wetland types couuld be
differentiated on the basis off the NDVI seqquence, and if so, to
NDVI factors contributing
c
to the separationn. The
identify the N
90th percentilee (P90) of the NDVI
N
datasets were
w calculated in

Figure 1: a) Extent
E
of the Great
G
Artesian Basin
B
in Australlia and location of the Dalhoussie Spring Comp
plex. b) Locatioon of selected
pixels: Dalhoousie Spring veegetation (P: Phrragmites; M: Melaleuca;
M
E: Epphemeral) and surrounding
s
lan
nds (S: Saline; U:
U Upland; R:
Riverine). c) Example
E
of MO
ODIS NDVI maap. Spring dischharge boundariees for the wholee DSC and the spring DAA001 are indicated
by blue and red linnes, respectivelly. Boundaries are
a from White and Lewis (2011).
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Figure 2: N
Non-Metric Mulltidimensional Scaling
S
(NMDS
S) ordination pllots of the 21 grround points baased on Bray-Cuurtis distance
calculatedd with the NDV
VI values from 2002
2
to 2010. Pixel
P
names as referenced
r
on Figure
F
1 and 900th percentile (P990) values
calculated frrom the NDVI time
t
series of thhe different covver type pixels are
a indicated in
n black: Pixel_N
Name, P90_valuue. The stress
value close to 0 underlines thhe high quality of this NMDS representation.
r

3.

t
whole DSC discharge area, exceptt
coonducted on the
coomparison withh groundflow daata, which wass conducted forr
the individual spring
s
DAA011 (Figure 1c). Times seriess
annalysed are of 8 or 10 years.

RESULTS

3.1 Delineatiing wetland ex
xtent
DS plot basedd on Bray-Currtis
Figure 2 pressents the NMD
distance calcuulated with thee 8-year NDVII values (2002 to
2010) extracteed from the 21 respective pixxels. The principal
feature evideent is the goood grouping of sample siites
representative of same wetlannd or land type (Figure 2).

Multi-annual valu
M
ues of AreaND
DVI implementeed using the 0.2
2
ND
DVI threshold are highly dynnamic and charaacterized by an
n
ovverall decreasinng trend over thhe 2000-10 perriod, but with a
sliight return of wetland vegettation since 20010 (Figure 3)..
Thhis index rangges from 5.777 to 107 km²,, with notablee
maxima recordedd before 2002 by
b the MODIS
S-Terra satellitee
(F
Figure 3a).

The vegetationn communities indicative of the
t DSC are well
w
differentiated from the surrrounding nonn-spring fed laand
I terms of NDVI
N
values, the
covers in thee ordination. In
wetland vegeetation are characterized
c
by P90 valuues
systematicallyy equal or greater than 0.2, witth maximal ND
DVI
values registerred for the Phraagmites australiis sites (Figure 2).
Surrounding non-spring-fed
n
dryland responnses exhibit low
wer
NDVI values (0.09 < P90 < 0.17), exceptted at the riverrine
sites (P90 > 0..21) (Figure 2).

water spring floow and wetland
d
A relationship beetween groundw
area is observed for the spring DAA001 (Figuure 1c and 3b)..
M
Multi-annual
(20
002-2010) vegeetation areas annd flow valuess
are clearly correelated, except during years 2007 to 2009..
t AreaNDVII
Exxcluding these exceptional yeears, 79% of the
vaariance is exp
plained by thhe multi-annuaal mean flow
w
vaariability at DA
AA001 (Figure 3b). The lack of relationship
p
obbserved betweeen flow data and
a
wetland veegetation from
m
20007 to 2009 can
n be explained by
b an extensivee fire started by
y
a lightning
l
strike in 2007 at spriing DAA001. This
T fire led to a
marked decrease in the vegetattion extent withh a slow return
n
off vegetation only in 2010 (T. Gotch,
G
pers. com
mm.).

On the basis of these obserrvations a threshold of 0.2 was
w
established, abbove which ND
DVI values aree considered to be
indicative of wetland
w
vegetaation. As the riiverine ecosysttem
pixels tested eexhibit P90 vallues over 0.2 (F
Figure 2), a maask
was applied too the MODIS images to confiine analysis to the
Dalhousie Sprring discharge area of our sttudy zone (Figu
ure
1c) and excludde surrounding riverine ecosysstems.

Att the multi-annnual scale, channges in vegetaation extent aree
alsso strongly corrrelated to magnitude of preeceding rainfalll
(F
Figure 3c). Six--monthly smoo
othed rainfall and
a AreaNDVII
vaalues recorded between
b
2000 and
a 2010 show
w similar trends..
Exxtended wetland
d areas recorded before 2002 respond
r
to high
h
rainfall totals whereas
w
the minimum
m
veggetation extentt
matic conditionss
obbserved in 20088 is clearly linkked to dry clim
recorded this yeaar (370 mm cum
mulative rain inn 2000 vs. 129
9
mm
m in 2008).

3.2 Temporaal dynamics off wetland exten
nt
Figure 3 preseents the temporaal analysis of wetland
w
vegetatiion
areas (combinned ephemerall, Melaleuca and Phragmitees).
Comparative analyses
a
(not shhown here) havve been conducted
to confirm coompatibility bettween the AreaaNDVI calculaated
from the Aquaa and Terra ND
DVI products. All
A analyses were
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Figure 3: Studdy of wetland area
a vegetation extends implem
mented using thhe 0.2 NDVI thrreshold. a) Mulltiannual valuess of AreaNDVI
recorded bbetween Februaary 2000 and May
M 2010 (MOD
DIS-Terra and ––Aqua data) andd linear trendlinne. b) Correlatioon between
AreaNDVI andd spring flow reecorded betweeen 2002 and 20110 for the spring DAA001 (Figgure 1c). Whitee circles indicatte years 2007,
2008, and 20009. c) Compariison between 6--months smooth
hed rainfall andd Area NDVI values recorded between 2000 and
a 2010. d1)
Mean montthly NDVI valuues calculated from
fr
NDVI timees traces (2002 to 2010) recordded at 2 selected Phragmites australis
a
and
ephemeral pixels (P1 and E2
2, Figure 1b) d22) Comparison between the sim
mulated mean monthly
m
AreaNDDVI reconstructeed from the P1
and E2 montthly signal (c1) and the measurred mean monthhly AreaNDVI.

4.

g land responsses in this meddium resolution
n
froom surrounding
im
magery. The higgher P90 valuees recorded in photosyntheticc
acctivity traces are
a good indicators of wetlaand vegetation,,
whhen riverine eccosystems are excluded (Figuure 2). Similarr
results were obtained by Whitte et al. (2011)), using NDVII
m a QuickBird
d image and field
fi
vegetation
n
daata derived from
peercentage coverr. These authorss also found low
w NDVI signall
for the GAB surrrounding drylan
nd vegetation, medium signall
for the ephemerral wetland eccosystems and higher NDVII
y
vaalues for the perennial wettland samples composed by
Phhragmites austrralis, and Melaaleuca glomeratta. The distinctt
differences in ND
DVI of the diffe
ferent vegetationn types evidentt
weere attributed to the contraasting canopy structure and
d
grrowth patterns between
b
the diffferent communnities (White ett
al.., 2011). Thiss difference between
b
non spring-fed
s
and
d
weetland vegetatioon greeneess siignal allows thee establishmentt
off a NDVI thresh
hold value of 0.2, above whichh NDVI valuess
are considered too be indicative of
o wetland vegeetation.

D
DISCUSSION

Satellite imaggery provides the
t synoptic viiew necessary for
inventory andd mapping of ecological
e
systtems (Hewitt and
a
Mason, 1990). The different spatial and tem
mporal resolutio
ons
of sensors are complementarry for conductinng comprehensive
environmentall monitoring. This study demonstrates
the
d
potential of 250-m MO
ODIS Normallized Differennce
dying long-terrm dynamics of
Vegetation Inndex for stud
Dalhousie Sprrings wetland veegetation.
4.1 Delineatiing wetland ex
xtent
The scale, heterogeneity andd complex spaatial patterning of
t
the dispersed wetland vegettation posed chhallenges for this
VI study. Selecction of pixels representative of
MODIS NDV
homogeneous vegetation staands was difficcult and requirred
vironment. How
wever, even if the
expert knowleedge of the env
number of sam
mples was limitted by the landsscape (Figure 1b),
1
their distincttiveness is suupported by the Non-Mettric
Multidimensioonal Scaling (F
Figure 2), as thhe six DSC cov
ver
types fall intoo six distinctivee clusters. Intraa-group variabillity
can be attribuuted to sample site differences resulting fro
om
variation betw
ween vegetationn stands, interm
mixing of speccies
and variable influences of soil backgrounnd: the scale and
a
fi
heterogeneity of the wetlaands made it difficult to find
DIS
homogeneous patches thaat would fill the MOD
instantaneous ground resolutiion.

4.22 Temporal dynamics
d
of weetland extent
d
Ouur study confirrms the potentiial of photosynnthetic wetland
veegetation as ann indicator of volume of thhe spring flow
w
(F
Fatchen, 2001; Fatchen and Fatchen,
F
1993;; Mudd, 1998;;
W
White
and Lewiis, 2011; Williiams and Holm
mes, 1978), ass
coorrelations are demonstrated between multti-annual mean
n
exxtent of vegetatted spring areass and groundw
water dischargess
for one large spring at DSC (Figure 3b). The temporall
w
freequency and arrchive of MODIIS NDVI measuurements allow
uss to demonstratte this relation
nship with morre observationss
ovver a longer perriod than previo
ous studies.

Despite these limitations, ourr study demonstrates that sprin
ng–
fed vegetationn photosynthetiic activity can be differentiaated
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of wetland vegetation extent were documented. The study
reaffirmed the correlation existing between vegetated areas
and groundwater flow, but also demonstrated the important
influence of rainfall, natural species phenologies, and human
activity on the observed seasonal and inter-annual vegetation
dynamics. Over the whole Dalhousie Spring discharge area,
declining trends in the extent of wetland areas were observed
over the 2000-2009 period followed by a return of wetland
vegetation since 2010. This study underlined the need to
continue long-term medium resolution satellite studies of the
GAB to fully understand variability and trends in the springfed wetlands. Complemented by high resolution studies, use
of MODIS imagery over several decades could become a
powerful tool for monitoring potential impacts of aquifer
drawdown and climate changes in the Great Artesian Basin.

However, the dynamics of green wetland areas are also
controlled by rainfall events on the GAB, natural intra-annual
variability of species present within the wetlands, and by
historical events at particular sites. Thus, multi-annual
variations in vegetation extent are clearly related to the total
rain measured at the Hamilton Station (Figure 3c). Ephemeral
wetland and Phragmites phenologies explain the mean
monthly variations observed in the area index calculated
(Figure 3d). Anthropogenic actions, like uncontrolled fire,
also play a crucial part in temporal dynamics of spring
wetland vegetation (Figure 3a).
Therefore, short-term variations observed in vegetated
wetland extent must be interpreted with care and placed in a
longer context if they are to be used as indicators of spring
flow modification. Long-term medium resolution satellite
studies provide a good understanding of variability and a
strong baseline for assessment of changes, and give temporal
context for less frequent high resolution studies. For example,
White and Lewis (2011) record a substantial increase in
wetland area at DCS using three epochs of high resolution
satellite imagery between 2006 and 2010). The MODIS index
of wetland area (AreaNDVI) also shows an increase of about
50% (Figure 3, AreaNDVI = 13.90, 16.04 and 20.93 km²)
over these three dates (December 2006, May 2009 and May
2010), but in addition provides a fuller temporal context for
these records: 2006 follows six years of declining wetland
area, there was further decline in 2007 and 2008, with some
increase in wetland area in 2010.
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